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Good day
dear P5/11.
so you are
applying today
for my succession?

Professional
Catalog 8.1
PAX-Quality!
Delivering products
of supiorior quality,
safety and comfort.
That‘s PAX-quality.
For more than 15 years, customers
worldwide have come to know PAX
as a manufacturer of high-quality
and innovative rescue products.
Every day we focus on delivering
the best-in-class products which you
can rely on for safety, durability and
comfort. Prior to delivering any PAXproduct, it is examined and tested
by users like you in the most rugged
conditions.
We are proud of the fact that
“Made by PAX” is a quality promise
you can rely on every day
Take a journey with us through the
world of PAX.

Your PAX-Team
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Good day
dear Wasserkuppe,
I know i can
live up to your
highest requirements
and follow in your
footsteps.

Materials
for long-lasting functionality

D

Materialcode:

01

PAX-Dura

TREME

Materialcode:

06

Materialcode:

35

This material is characterised by its exceptionally high tear
strength and abrasion resistance.
Woven fabric: Polyamid 6.6 – min. 1100dtex – waterproof PU-coating Fabric weight approx. 1,28 oz/ft².

P

Materialcode:

02

PAX-Plan

TEC

The bilaterally closed surfaces facilitate a very good
cleaning with tarp cleaners and the effective application of
disinfectants. Fabric: PES, min. 1000 dtex - bilateral PVCcoating, fabric weight: approx. 2,13 oz/ft².

TEC

Materialcode:

03

L

Materialcode:

04

PAX-Tec

PAX-Light
This quality is used for light products and inner layers. It‘s
resistant, waterproof and desinfectable.
The weight is between 0,49 and 0,65 oz/ft².
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PAX-Treme is a very abrasion resistant material which we
only use for bottom parts or backings of other materials.
The fabric weight is approx. 3,28 oz/ft².

PAX-Tec Plus
Both sides TPU coated material for our high-frequency
welded products. Woven fabric,
PES, min. 750 dtex – TPU-coated both sides,
Fabric weight approx. 1,97 oz/ft².

Materialcode:

18

This light and one side coated material withstands the
highest requirements and is easy to clean.
Woven fabric, polyester, min. 750 dtex – TPUcoated on
one side, Fabric weight approx. 1,31 oz/ft².

OUTER/LINING

PAX-Treme

PAX-Guard Plus
PAX-Guard Plus is a one side waterproof coated metaAramide material and temperature resistant up to 1112 °F.
Fabric weight approx. 1,05 oz/ft².

TREME

Materialcode:

36

PAX-Guard Treme
PAX-Guard Treme is only used in the firefighter multipurpose
bag and it is temperature resistant up to 1832 °F.
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Backpacks

Backpacks
Whatever kind of operation you have to face
- with PAX- backpacks you are fully prepared.
Whether in water, on land or in the air - our versatile,
backpacks are perfectly suited to your requirements
and can be used anywhere.

Backpacks

Carrying comfort is a guaranteed standard.

Item no. 10019 .. ..

Wasserkuppe L

Wasserkuppe L - ST - FT2

The standard emergency backpack
for the emergency services without
front pockets and without side
pockets, with 4 see-through inner
pouches.
The standard central partition is
designed for Intubation equipment.

The standard emergency backpack for the emergency
services with 2 front pockets compatible with the PAXPOS system, and 9 see-through inner pouches
and 2 side pockets as well as 1 large one.
The standard central partition is designed for
intubation equipment.
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Backpacks

Item no. 10005 .. ..

POS

PRO

POS
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Backpacks

POS

The PAX-Organizing System
In order to find out which inner pouch our which module like e.g. intubation XL or ampoule
holder XL fit into one of our emergency backpacks or into one of the emergency bags of the
„Professional line“ we have added a POS symbol (PAX-Organizing System) to these modules or
inner pouches.

The central partitions of our Wasserkuppe backpacks can optionally
be replaced by alternative solutions. Standard: Intubation

Wasserkuppe with installed
divider system

The central partition can be
optionally completely removed.
Instead further inner pouches
can be stored.
Front bag of the WasserkuppeSeries suitable for module XL or for
a combination of module L and e.g.
ampoule holder S.

The position of optional
oxygenbottle holder (0,8 L or 2 L)
is up to your choice.
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Bags

Bags
Our PAX-bags are real lifesavers in an emergency.
Suggestions from use of our bags in practical situations
allow them to be constantly optimized, so there really is
a perfect bag for every occasion and every application.
PAX-bags provide you with enough space for everything
you need, excellent carrying comfort and optional
extras.

Bags

Even custom-made products of any type are
no problem!

Item no. 10067 .. ..

Oldenburg

Gladbach

Emergency bag with space for a large amount of basic
equipment. Adjustable interior partitions, large side and
front pockets and 2x inner pouch „M“.
The front pocket is designed for storing intravenous drip
accessories incl. drips, and the pocket on the back is
for intubation accessories incl. endotraecheal tubes in a
tube compartment. Supplied with shoulder strap.

Emergency bag for professional use. The internal compartments are variable
in size, the front and back pockets can hold the intravenous drip XL, intubation XL, ampoule holder L and XL modules.
Alternatively, the loop and partition divider of the large bag can be used.
The ampoule holder - XS and S fits into the side pocket.
Quick access top pocket with two-way zip. Supplied with Comfort shoulder
strap and 2x inner pouch „FT“.
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Bags

Item no. 10065 .. ..
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Item no. 10066 .. ..

Dresden

PRO

SEG

POS

Emergency bag for professional use. The internal
compartments are variable in size, the front and back
pockets can hold the intravenous drip XL, intubation XL,
ampoule holder - L or XL modules.
The ampoule holder - XS and S fits into the side pocket.
Quick access top pocket with two-way zip.
Alternatively, the loop and partition divider of the large
bag can be used. Supplied with Comfort shoulder strap
and 2x Inner Pouch „M“.
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Ampoule holder

Ampoule modules

Ampoule modules

Administering medicines is a matter of trust. So is the
preparation of medication.
For this reason, PAX-ampoule holders are designed in
such a way that the syringes and cannulas are to hand
so that full attention is drawn to the medicines.
The various sizes of ampoule holders enable them to be
combined in a variety of ways with our backpacks and
bags.

Item no. 10107 .. ..

Ampoule holder M
Ampoule holder specially designed for the front pocket
of the Berlin 1 & 2 emergency backpacks.
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Item no. 10094 .. ..

Ampoule holder XL
The XL size ampoule holder provides space for up to 75x 1-2ml ampoules,
25x 5ml ampoules, 16x 10ml ampoules and up to 8 injection ampoules.
Central partition with loops and spacious transparent pockets for syringes,
cannulas and packaged medicines, such as suppositories.
An expansion kit XL is also available for this model.
Item no. 10092 .. ..

H

Ampoule holder L

T

Foam lined all around to prevent breakages.
Fitted with additional plastic panels in the bottom and
lid. Seethrough field on the lid for a content list or something similar. Central partition with loops and spacious compartments for syringes, cannulas and medicines.
The ampoule loops can hold e.g. 40x 1-2 ml ampoules,
12x 5 ml ampoules, 10x 10 ml ampoules and up to 5
injection ampoules.
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We provide you with equipment you can rely on.
Tool bags in many different styles, frontpacks and vests
from PAX allow you to concentrate fully
on your work safely.

Personal Equipment

We at PAX appreciate the value of your work and
want you to feel as safe as possible in your day-to-day
challenges.

Personal Equipment

Personal Equipment

Pro-Series
PAX-Lock System

Pro-Series holster
Our brand new holster for professional use offer comprehensive protection for the personal equipment while
enabling a quick and safe access.
By means of the optional PAX-Lock belt system it can
be detached from the belt with a flick of the wrist.
Every Pro- Series holster can be refitted with it later.

The PAX-Lock System is a universal
belt holder for all PAX-Pro-Series
holster. The PAX-Lock System is
delivered separately from the holster
and is fixed to the holster and the
belt or to the duty belt in
a few steps.
PAX-Lock for fixation
directly to the belt

PAX-Lock for mounting
directly at the holster

In the first step the stabilization plate has to be put to the rear side of the holster and if necessary,
the plate has to be adjusted a little by simple scissors. The holes for the fixation screw in the
stabilization plate and the holster have to lie on top of each other. After that the fixation screw is
tightly screwed to the PAX-Lock counter part.
Safety hint: Screw with a drop of super-glue into the thread!

The belt adapter - delivered as a complete unit - only has to be fixed to the belt or to the
duty belt. The small adapter belt straps should be tightly fixed around the duty belt.
Hint: The opening strap can also be fixed to the belt showing to the bottom.
Thus an undeliberate opening is nearly avoided.

Personal Equipment

Standard cover Pro-Series
We have invented a new concept for our holster with a
cover compartment of our Pro-Series.
As standard the covers feature an insert compartment on
the lower side for our practical PAX-Clip (Art.-no. 10214)
and are fitted with an outer velcro compartment for small
parts, e.g. injection stoppers.

Item no. 12412

PAX-Lock System
The adapter set incl magnetic lock and reinforcement
plate upgrades each Pro-Series holster by a
quickrelease- function.
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Pro-Series

Duty belt S - XXL
(with underbelt)

Item no. 12397 .. ..

Pro-Series glove holster

The duty belt can be completely
equipped with (e.g.) narcotic
ampoule kits and hooked onto the
underbelt which is threaded through
the belt loops only short before an
operation. Thus the material must not
necessarily be worn all the time and
could be placed e.g. into the car to
have it handy at any time.

Examination gloves on the belt in sufficient quantity
and on top the Böker clothing scissors.
The most important things always with you.
Suitable for up to 4 pairs of gloves!
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Size

Measurement

10169

S

35,43 in

10277

M

41,34 in

10278

L

47,24 in

10279

XL

53,15 in

10994

XXL

61,02 in

Pro-Series holster lamp S, M and L
Our Pro-Series holster lamp in 3 different sizes for the
most important things besides the lamp such as pupil
light, pencil, Böker clothing scissors.
Size „L“ suitable for UKE 4AA,
size „M“ suitable for LED Lenser P7 and
size „S“ suitable for LED Lenser P5 or
for all similar lamp sizes of other manufacturers.

Personal Equipment

Item no.:
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Item no. 12328 .. ..

Pro-Series safety glass holster
Probably the most undervalued helper safely packed
on the belt and on top on that there is still space for a
pencil, a pupil light as well as for the Böker clothing
scissors - our safety glass holster.

Item no.

Article name

12395 .. ..

Pro-Series holster lamp S

12396 .. ..

Pro-Series holster lamp M

12393 .. ..

Pro-Series holster lamp L

Dimensions & weight
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Pro-Series

Pro-Series

Item no. 12247 .. ..

Item no. 12321 .. ..

Pro-Series holster L

Pro-Series radio holster M

Sufficient space in the quick pull-out compartment for the expanded basic
equipment such as clothing scissors, clamp, lamp, pencil, pupil light,
multi-tool and a manual.
Fitted with an addional loop for examination gloves.

Slim fit holster for all popular 2 m and digital radios.
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Item no. 12052 .. ..

Item no. 12320 .. ..

Pro-Series holster L Segufix

Pro-Series radio holster L

For the expanded basic equipment this holster offers space in the quick pullout compartment for clothing scissors, clamps, a lamp, pencils, a pupil light,
a multi-tool, a manual as well as for the magnet key of the Segufix fixation
system.

Expanded version of our Pro-Series radio holster for 2m
and digital radios offering space for a lamp (LED Lenser
P5 and P7 or similar), Böker clothing scissors,
pencil and pupil light.
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Documentation

Documentation

These products also correspond to your special
requirements and can be equipped with many useful
additonal options.

Documentation

Equipped for all situations: Besides bags and backpacks
PAX also offers you logbooks and document organizers
which make life easier during duty.

Item no. 10188 .. ..

Item no. 12445 .. ..

Logbook Multiorganizer

Logbook Multiorganizer tablet

Document case in A4 format. A large number of insert
compartments and an attachable clipboard make this
suitable for a wide range of applications, including
processing paperwork relating to a major accident.
1x detachable clipboard; 1x key clip.

Forms, documents and pencils already find a place in our logbook
Multi- Organizer. This version also accomodates a tablet.
Safe from external influences in the interior, it can be well operated and it‘s
protected from rain on the rear side. The clipboard of this version is fitted
with two clamps so that the documents do not dangle
in combination with our harness.
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Water-Jel Technologies LLC
50 Broad Street
Carlstadt, NJ 07072
USA
Phone: 201-507-8300
E-mail: info@waterjel.com

www.pax-bags.com

